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Q15-OUTSTANDING DISQUALIFYING CONVICTIONS
At what stages of the EMDG claim and assessment process does a person have to be free of outstanding disqualifying convictions?
3.17.1 The general eligibility rules at section 7 of the EMDG Act state that persons applying for a grant, together with their ‘associates’, must have no
outstanding disqualifying convictions. Section 86 of the EMDG Act states that no grant, or an advance on account of a grant, is payable when, or at any time
after the person becomes entitled to the grant or advance, that person has any outstanding disqualifying convictions.
In effect, the applicant must be free of convictions firstly, at the time of claim lodgement, secondly, at the time of becoming entitled to an advance or grant if
the provisional grant is less than the initial payment ceiling amount, thirdly, at the time the final grant payment (including any appeals) is payable (if
applicable).
A person who has outstanding convictions during the grant year when expenses are incurred may receive a grant if those convictions become ‘spent’ prior to
the claim being lodged.

EXAMPLE
An applicant’s director was subject to the EMDG Act’s disqualifying conviction provisions. The
Convictions become ‘spent’ on 1 June 2019. The applicant would be entitled to claim a grant for the
2020-21 grant year because at the time of applying for its EMDG grant it is not subject to disqualifying
conviction provisions.

Who is subject to the disqualifying convictions provisions?
3.17.2 Subsection 16(1) of the EMDG Act lists those who are subject to this provision. It is essentially the applicants or their associates. Section 107 of the
EMDG Act describes who is considered to be an associate of the various applicant categories.
Which offences are considered to be relevant offences for this test?
3.17.3 Subsection 16(2) of the EMDG Act lists these offences.
The Corporations Act 2001, Crimes Act 1914 and Criminal Code offences are essentially those relating to fraud and dishonesty and to where a person
directly, or by aiding or abetting another pe rson, causes any Commonwealth, State or Territory law to be broken.
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Section 39 of the repealed EMDG Act 1974 relates to offences under that Act where false or misleading statements were made or documents presented to
obtain or attempt to obtain a grant.
Also refer to section 108 of the EMDG Act which defines the term ‘conviction’.
When is a disqualifying conviction outstanding?
3.17.4 Section 17 defines the duration for which a conviction remains outstanding as follows:
Starting on the day on which the conviction was recorded and ending:
(a)

if the conviction was for a term of imprisonment - five years after the individual convicted was released from prison; or

(b)

in any other case - five years after the day on which the conviction was recorded.

How does Austrade check on whether a person has outstanding disqualifying convictions?
3.17.5 Subsection 72(2) of the EMDG Act authorises Austrade to write to applicants seeking written consent to enable criminal records to be checked for the
purposes of sections 16, 17 and 86 of the EMDG Act. In doing so, Austrade must provide applicants with documentation explaining the effect of these
requirements and non-compliance with them - subsection 72(3) of the EMDG Act refers.
(Note: Provisions for EMDG consultants who have disqualifying convictions against themselves (disqualified individuals who assist in preparing applications)
are outlined at sections 74-79 of the EMDG (guidelines 7.3.1-12 refer).)
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Q18-INSOLVENCY ADMINISTRATION
When is a person disqualified from receiving a grant because of being subject to the legislation’s insolvency provisions?
7.7.2 Section 87 of the EMDG Act states that no grant, or an advance on account of a grant, is payable when, or at any time after the person becomes
entitled to the grant or advance, the person is subject to the insolvency provisions.
Who is subject to insolvency provisions?
The term individual is not limited to sole trader applications. It also refers to people who are partners or directors of applicants or of businesses who are
members of approved joint ventures. The Act uses the term associates to define these individuals. Refer to section 107 for the definition of associate.
In what circumstances are individuals subject to insolvency administration?
Section 87B of the EMDG Act lists a number of situations where individuals may have been subject to the section 50 and division 2 of part X provisions of the
Bankruptcy Act 1966 or of equivalent legislation in a foreign country or external territory. Austrade will regard any individual who has been in or is in any of
these situations as being under insolvency administration.
Subsection 87C(2) of the EMDG Act provides that where a person administering any insolvent body corporate states that the body corporate is able to pay all
debts as and when they become payable, Austrade will not declare the body corporate to be insolvent. It should be noted that there is no equivalent provision
in section 87B of the EMDG Act for individuals or partnerships.
In what circumstances are body corporates taken to be under insolvency administration?
Subsection 87C(1) of the EMDG Act lists the situations under the Corporations Law (and equivalent legislation for external territories and foreign countries) in
which a body corporate is considered to be under insolvency administration for the purposes of this legislation.
Subsection 87C(2) EMDG Act enables the person administering the body corporate (defined at 87C(3) of the EMDG Act) to certify that the particular body
corporate is able to pay all its debts as and when they become due and payable.
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Q21-SECTION 24 GUIDELINES
Eligible goods
Section 24 of the EMDG Act (as amended in June 2006) states that
Goods are eligible goods if:
a) they are made in Australia; or
b) the CEO of Austrade is satisfied, in accordance with guidelines determined under paragraph 101(1)(baa), that Australia will derive a significant net
benefit from the sale of the goods outside Australia.
Note:

Decisions under this section are subject to guidelines determined by the Minister under section 101 of the EMDG Act.

4.1.1

To determine if their goods are likely to be eligible, applicants should:
1. check to see if the goods qualify as ‘made in Australia’ by referring to the ministerial guidelines


if the goods qualify as made in Australia, they are eligible.

2. then, if the goods do not qualify as made in Australia, check to see if they are likely to qualify by referring to the ‘significant net benefit’ ministerial
guidelines:


the applicant will need to attach extra information to the application to enable Austrade to make a determination on this issue.

4.1.2 Goods that have not yet been made and/or are not available for sale are not eligible under
section 24 of the EMDG Act
4.1.3

Goods ‘made in Australia’

The Export Market Development Grants (Made in Australia) Guidelines 2006 made by the Minister for Trade state that:
(2)

Austrade must determine that the following goods are made in Australia:
(a) Australian primary products, including products that are mined, harvested, raised or fished within Australia;
(b) Goods that are made primarily from Australian primary products, including products mined, harvested, raised or fished within Australia;
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(c) Goods that are manufactured or assembled in Australia, partially or wholly from imported materials or components, if those materials or
components undergo or are included in a process or operation which:
(i)

results in the manufacture of a new product; or

(ii)

substantially transforms the nature of the materials or components; or

(iii)

represents an important stage of manufacture in an ultimate product which is produced from the exported product.

(3)
Austrade must not determine that goods are made in Australia if the goods are manufactured or assembled in Australia, partially or wholly from
imported materials or components, if those materials or components undergo, or are included in, a process or operation which is:
(a) designed to circumvent the correct origin or origins of the product; or
(b) only grading, packing or sorting of imported components.
To qualify as goods that are ‘made in Australia’, goods must fall into one or more of the following categories:
(a)

Goods made in Australia - Australian primary products

Examples of eligible products in this category include Australian seafood, meat, fruit, vegetables and livestock.
(b)

Goods made in Australia - Goods made primarily from Australian primary products

Goods made primarily from Australian primary products will qualify as ‘made in Australia’, irrespective of whether they come into their final form inside or
outside Australia.
Examples of products that may be eligible in this category include:
 Wine bottled in Australia made from Australian grapes
 Wine bottled overseas using Australian bulk wine exports
 Packages of Australian dried fruit packed in Australia
 Packages of Australian dried fruit packed overseas
 Orange juice made overseas from Australian orange juice concentrate
 Meat patties made overseas from exported Australian beef.
Products which contain some Australian primary products but which are not made primarily from Australian primary products will not qualify as ‘made in
Australia’ under this category.
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Q24-PRINCIPAL STATUS
Principal status – general principles - Promoting products owned by the applicant sold or intended to be sold by the applicant
5.10.6 In most cases, expenses will only be eligible where the applicant is promoting exports to be made in the capacity of principal. This means that the
applicant must:




Own the products being promoted for export
Be the seller or intended seller* of these products to foreign residents, rather than being for example an agent of the seller
Must include transactions for claimed expenses and export earnings (if any) in the applicant’s accounts, not just in consolidated accounts or in the
accounts of a related entity.
* See also section 109 for definition of sale of eligible goods; applicants promoting intellectual property or know-how must promote the disposal of intellectual
property or know-how – see also sections 107 and 111 of the EMDG Act for relevant definitions.
Under section 37 of the EMDG Act, this principal status requirement applies to most applicants. It helps to ensure that grants funding is directed towards
applicants that have made the investment needed to bring a product to market, and that grants are not paid twice in relation to the same export activity.

EXAMPLE
A company applies for an EMDG grant and incurs eligible expenses in relation to goods produced and exported
by another company. The applicant is operating in an agency capacity. The expenses would not be eligible
because the applicant is not principal in exports.

Applicants not required to promote as principal
5.10.7 There are some circumstances in which it would not be appropriate to expect applicants to be principal, so the Act effectively provides that the
following do not need to be principal to be eligible:
1. Manufacturers - Applicants that made eligible goods in Australia do not have to own the products being promoted or promote the sale of the
products to a foreign resident - refer to paragraph 37(1)(b) of the EMDG Act
2. Approved bodies and approved joint ventures - These entities are approved so that they can receive EMDG support for the promotion of their
members’ products rather than for their own (refer to guideline 5.10.12).
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3. Tourism service suppliers promoting sales to Australian inbound tour operators (ITOs) – By definition these applicants do not sell their services to a
foreign resident, but do so via an intermediary (refer to guideline 5.10.13).
4. Event promoters - By definition these applicants do not sell their services to a foreign resident but assist the holder of an Australian event to
maximise the number of foreign attendees at the event - refer to guideline 5.10.14.
5. Applicants that qualify under subsection 37(1A) – This allows some applicants to qualify where the applicant is not technically principal but, given
the applicant’s business structure, could be considered to be so for the purposes of the EMDG Act.
6. Applicants promoting eligible goods made outside Australia – section 37(1)(c) of the EMDG Act refers.

Q24-PRINCIPAL STATUS ISSUES – APPLICANTS WHOSE RELATED ENTITY IS PRINCIPAL – SECTION 37(1A)
5.10.8 Some exporters, for legitimate reasons, use business structures that involve one company owning the product and another promoting it within a
group of related companies. Subsection 37(1A) of the EMDG Act enables an applicant incurring eligible expenses to qualify for a grant where it and its related
entity between them meet the principal status requirements outlined above, i.e. the requirement that the applicant should own the product and sell it to a
foreign resident.
This measure only applies in strictly limited situations for example, when a company closely related to the applicant owns the product intended for export.
What is meant by ‘related entity’?




A company incorporated under the Corporations Act 2001 that controls or is controlled by the applicant. The test of ‘control’ will be that found
at section 50AA of the Corporations Act 2001 (see below);
A company incorporated under the Corporations Act 2001 that has the same shareholder or shareholders as the applicant;
A director of the applicant company.

Excerpt from Corporations Act 2001
Section 50AA Control
(1)

For the purposes of this Act, an entity controls a second entity if the first entity has the capacity to determine the outcome of
decisions about the second entity’s financial and operating policies.

(2)

In determining whether the first entity has this capacity:
(a)

the practical influence the first entity can exert (rather than the rights it can enforce) is the issue to be considered; and
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(b)

any practice or pattern of behaviour affecting the second entity’s financial or operating policies is to be taken into account
(even if it involves a breach of an agreement or a breach of trust).

(3)

The first entity does not control the second entity merely because the first entity and a third entity jointly have the capacity to
determine the outcome of decisions about the second entity’s financial and operating policies.

(4)

If the first entity:
(a)

has the capacity to influence decisions about the second entity’s financial and operating policies; and

(b)

is under a legal obligation to exercise that capacity for the benefit of someone other than the first entity’s members;

the first entity is taken not to control the second entity.
Important points to note:




The applicant itself must incur the claimed expenses to qualify under subsection 37(1A). It cannot receive EMDG support for expenses incurred
by a related entity.
The subsection 37(1A) provisions of the EMDG Act do not apply where a foreign resident owns and is the intending seller of a product.
This measure applies to all EMDG product categories (goods, services, IP, know-how).

EXAMPLE 1
Company A is a member of a related companies group, incurs expenses promoting IP and is an applicant for an
EMDG grant. Its parent company B owns the particular IP but assigns the marketing rights to this IP to
company A. Company A (the applicant) is entitled to claim expenses for the promotion of the IP even though it
does not own the product.
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EXAMPLE 2:
Company A promotes its software development services as well as computer training services. It sells the
software development services to foreign clients as principal but the computer training services are to be supplied
and sold by the applicant’s wholly-owned subsidiary company B.
Under subsection 37(1A), company A is entitled to claim expenses for the promotion of both its computer training
services and the software development services being sold by Company B.
Subsection 37(1A) and sections 94 and 96 considerations
Section 94 of the EMDG Act prevents a business from circumventing the eight grant limit. Section 96 of the Act denies grants to applicants that restructure
their business arrangements for the sole or dominant purpose of obtaining an increase in their EMDG entitlements.
As outlined above, the subsection 37(1A) measure is intended to give access to the scheme to applicants using certain business structures in order to further
their export business. Applications that, for example, involve the creation of artificial structures primarily in order to obtain a higher grant or to obtain eligibility
under subsection 37(4)(1A) may be disallowed under section 94, section 96 and/or other appropriate parts of the Act.

EXAMPLE
Company A and company B are members of a related company group. Company A produces scientific
instruments and has received 7 grants for years up to and including 2012-13 grant year for their promotion.
Company B has never claimed for EMDG grants.
In the 2013-14 grant year, company B incurred expenses for promoting the products made and sold by
company A, and claims a grant.
In this case, Austrade would consider applying section 94 so that company B inherits the 7 grant history of
company A. Section 96 may also be applied in this situation if Austrade thinks that companies A and B have
arranged that B incur expenses previously incurred by A for the sole or dominant purpose of obtaining an
EMDG grant.
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Subsection 37(1A) and related companies group rules
Applicants should advise Austrade when more than one member of a related company group applies for a grant. The maximum combined grant payable in a
grant year for related company group members is $250,000 – refer guidelines 6.1.6 – 12.

PRINCIPAL STATUS ISSUES – PARTICULAR PRODUCT CATEGORIES
External services and principal status
5.10.9 Some applicants exporting external services will supply their services through having their Australian staff travel overseas to work for the particular
client. The applicant invoices the client for the services.
Other applicants may be required by factors such as foreign government rules to have an overseas company in place in order to be able to deliver their
services.
Some applicants may promote exports where the services are to be supplied in a “back to back” manner with the applicant’s related overseas company
invoicing the client.

EXAMPLE
An applicant claims an EMDG grant for the promotion of architectural services to the UK. It incorporates a
wholly owned subsidiary in the UK to provide representational services as well as to invoice UK clients. The
applicant’s Australian staff supply the architectural services to the UK clients.
The applicant charges the UK subsidiary for the export earnings and takes up the amount as sales in its own
accounts. At the same time it reimburses the subsidiary for representation and claims for these under
subsection 33 of the EMDG Act – item 1A.
The fact that the applicant’s export earnings are received in the first place by the applicant’s subsidiary does
not make the claim ineligible where the applicant also sells to the subsidiary. This arrangement would be
eligible in terms of subsection 37(1)(d) of the EMDG Act.
Note: Austrade may, however, adjust a claim where an applicant supplying services to a client through an
overseas company uses that company and its foreign resident employees to actually deliver the service. Where
this happens, there may be Australian content or product eligibility issues.
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Some applicants promote a package of services to foreign residents entering Australia on tourist visas for farm-stay or “cultural experience” tours that
includes education, day trips to local attractions and accommodation etc. These applicants will only receive EMDG support for the promotion of products that
they sell as principal and will not receive grants for promoting any service to be provided by another business from which the applicant earns commission
income.
Applicants promoting works of art and principal status
5.10.10 Because of the way that art galleries and art dealers promote and export (selling on consignment), Austrade accepts that art exporters may have
some difficulty in demonstrating to Austrade that they owned the relevant works of art at the time of promoting these products. Accordingly, Austrade will
accept applicants exporting art to be principal in sales of art works where they can:
a)
Produce a document which transfers title in the artwork from the artist to the applicant for a period of time coinciding with the claimed
promotional activity; and
b)

Produce invoices from the artist to the applicant charging the applicant for the amount of consideration payable to the artist only.

Accommodation services and principal status
5.10.11 Management companies promoting accommodation on behalf of individual strata-titled property owners will not be entitled to receive EMDG support
for export promotional expenditure incurred on behalf of the owners insofar as such management companies operate in an agency rather than a principal
capacity. In addition, they are generally paid for their promotional expenses from the owners’ management fees and so the reimbursement provisions of the
EMDG Act apply – refer to section 46 guidelines. Refer also to guideline 4.2.5 (b).
ENTITIES APPROVED UNDER SECTION 89 OF THE EMDG ACT AND PRINCIPAL STATUS
5.10.12 The three different types of entities able to receive grants because of their approval under section 89 of the Act (approved bodies and approved joint
ventures) are each subject to particular rules in respect of principal status. These rules are based on section 37 of the EMDG Act and are as follows:
Approved bodies and principal status


Should not be the principal or intended principal in exports of any product

Approved joint ventures and principal status


The approved entity itself is not required to be the principal but the individual members of the joint venture should be the principal or the intended
principal in export transactions (or in the case of goods the member could be the manufacturer with any other person being the principal).

Tourism applicants and principal status
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5.10.13 There are three categories of tourism service providers who can claim grants.


Providers of indirect tourism services who supply services to residents of Australia (inbound tour operators) who in turn supply those services to
foreign residents. Applicants in this category do not have to be the principal in export transactions;
 Inbound tour operators (ITOs) providing indirect tourism services to foreign residents. Applicants in this category have to be principal in export
transactions;
 Providers of tourism services (other than indirect tourism services) to foreign residents. Applicants in this category have to be principal in export
transactions.
The second of these categories (ITOs) will be assessed to be principal where they can show that they buy or intend to buy product from suppliers for on-sale.
Some applicants operating as wholesalers selling to foreign “backpackers” incur most but not all expenses on promoting to “backpacker” tourists who are in
Australia. These applicants must show that they are not operating as commission agents but that they are the intended principal in export transactions.

EXAMPLE
An applicant operating a backpacker hostel also promotes a range of tourism products such as dive tours or
bus fares to its foreign resident guests. Where the applicant is to receive a commission from the Australian
product supplier and does not have arrangements with the supplier that are consistent with being assessed as
principal in transaction with the foreign resident, promotional expenses for these products will not be allowed.
Refer to the dot points below (at end of guideline 5.10.13) for indicators that an applicant is supplying services
as principal.

These applicants will be accepted as principal where they export the following types of product:
 Starter packs purchased outside of Australia (airport pick-up, orientation tour, few days’ accommodation and food etc)
 Fly drive combination tickets
 The combination of two or more eligible services in a ‘branded package’ (that is, tickets/invoices bearing the applicant’s name).
Eligible single services will also be allowed subject to the following:




Wholesaler applicant must show written agreement with its suppliers providing for the purchase and on-selling of tourism product
Wholesaler applicant must have freedom to set own price for services sold
Wholesaler applicant, rather than the supplier, must accept liability for refunds etc.
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Q46-WHEN IS AN ACTIVITY REGARDED AS BEING FOR AN APPROVED PROMOTIONAL PURPOSE?
5.10.1 The EMDG Act’s section 33 table expense categories require that expenses will only be eligible where they are incurred for an approved
promotional purpose. This requires that expenses should be for:


An eligible purpose (that is, creating, seeking or increasing demand or opportunity in a foreign country);



Promoting eligible products;



Promoting products owned by the applicant that it intends to sell to foreign residents, i.e. principal status (with some exceptions – see 5.10.7).

The onus is on the applicant to provide supporting documentation and/or evidence that the expenses incurred relate to an approved promotional purpose.
What is meant by an eligible purpose (that is, creating, seeking or increasing demand or opportunity in a foreign country)?
a)

Expenses should be pre-contractual

5.10.2 The EMDG Act require that eligible expenses must be incurred in relation to an activity undertaken notionally in advance of sales. Expenses
incurred before the conclusion of an agreement to sell would generally be considered eligible. The precise time at which expenses cease to be promotional
will depend on the particular circumstances of an application.
Expenses related to activities performed pursuant to a contract of sale, such as after sales service, quality control testing etc. are not eligible. Expenses for
activities such as the drawing up of a legal contract in order to secure an agreement that had already been reached or pre-shipment inspection would also
be ineligible. Legal fees incurred in negotiating a contract are not eligible.
Where an applicant’s contribution towards promotional expenses forms part of the consideration received under a contract, these expenses will be
assessed as a cost of sale and not for an approved promotional purpose.
b)

Expenses should be promotional or for soliciting business

5.10.3 Some business activities may be carried out in advance of making sales but will not be regarded as being for an approved promotional purpose
because they do not have the essential characteristics of being promotional or being for soliciting business.
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An example would be an applicant incurring expenses in seeking to gain product accreditation. Such accreditation may enable the applicant to export more
product and/or it may also enable the applicant to receive a higher price for its product. However, the expenses of such an activity are not considered to
satisfy the test in section 37 of the EMDG Act for “approved promotional purpose” because the activity is one step removed from promotion or soliciting
business. The applicant is putting in place its business structure or developing its product prior to undertaking the promotional activities.
c)

“Foreign country” for the purposes of section 37 of the EMDG Act

EXAMPLE:
An approved body incurs expenses participating in overseas meetings and seminars with foreign
Government organisations. The aim of these discussions is to develop multilateral arrangements so as to
make product testing and regulations easier in order to facilitate market access for the products of its
members’ businesses. Austrade would not allow these expenses because they are not for an “approved
promotional purpose”.

5.10.4 The definition of a foreign country is found at section 22 of the Acts Interpretation Act 1901 and is:
“Foreign country” means any country (whether or not an independent sovereign state) outside Australia and the external territories.
Expenses must be for the promotion of eligible products
5.10.5 Refer to Part 4 guidelines on the rules for determining product eligibility.
Expenses of promoting non-existent products
Expenses and activities associated with feasibility studies into the existence of an export market for a non-existent product, or with assessing the feasibility
of sourcing, manufacturing or producing these non-existent products would not be for an approved promotional purpose.
A promoter of intellectual property, for example, must promote identifiable property rights. It is not sufficient to promote concepts or one’s general ability
to produce property rights at some time in the future.
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Q46-WHEN ARE EXPENSES INCURRED; AND
Q46-EXPENSES THAT WERE NOT PAID BY YOU IN THE GRANT YEAR
5.30.1 Subsection 29(c) of the EMDG Act requires that expenses be incurred by an applicant.
Subsection 58(1) of the EMDG Act states that expenses are incurred by an applicant only at the time when the amount of the expense has been acquitted.
Subsection 58(2) of the EMDG Act states that an expense is acquitted at the time that it is:
 paid off or
 set off .
5.30.2 Subsections 58(3) and (4) of the EMDG Act describe two particular types of payments:



expenses paid by cheques or payment orders are not eligible expenses until actually debited to the applicant’s account.
eligible expenses paid by way of the transfer or issue to a person of shares are not acquitted and therefore are not considered to be incurred.

5.30.3 The general rule is that Austrade will consider expenses to have been incurred only when the amount of the expenses has been acquitted and the
respective goods and services have been provided. Section 59 of the EMDG Act provides Austrade with a discretion to disallow any claimed expenses where
the amount has been correctly incurred but all or some of the goods and services for which the applicant incurred the expenses were not received before the
end of the grant year – refer to guidelines addressing eligibility of expense prepayments at 5.30.10 – 12.
However, when an applicant pays for expenses in the year immediately preceding the year in which the goods or services were actually received, Austrade
will generally enable the applicant to claim the expenses in the later grant year.

EXAMPLE
An applicant paid for brochures by cheque in June 2014 and a 30 June debit entry appears on its bank
statement. It received the brochures in August 2014.
Even though the expenses were incurred in the 2013-14 grant year, Austrade would allow the applicant to
claim for them in the 2014-15 grant year.
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There may be a small number of cases where Austrade would not allow the applicant to claim the expenses in the later grant year, e.g. where applicants
claiming high value items look to circumvent the Act’s general eligibility rules e.g. the eight grant limit, $200,000 cap for overseas representation expenses,
$50,000 cap for marketing consultants expenses and section 47 (limiting unclaimed expenses to 10 per cent of eligible claimed expenses).

Acquittal date
5.30.4 The date when an amount is paid off or set off in terms of section 58 of the EMDG Act.
EXAMPLE
The applicant purchases an airline ticket and travels overseas in May 2017. The fare is not paid by the applicant
until 6 July 2017. 6 July 2017 will be the acquittal date. The fares cost will be an eligible expense in 2017-18.
The $350 per day allowance will, however, be paid for the promotional days in May 2017 in the 2016-17 grant
year.
5.30.5 Payment by cheque or money order
An expense amount acquitted by cheque or payment order will be considered to have been paid only when it is debited to the applicant’s bank or financial
institution account. That is, expenses represented by unpresented cheques as at 30 June of a particular grant year do not constitute expenses incurred in
that grant year.
5.30.6 This guideline is deleted.
5.30.7 Items acquitted by being paid off. This is generally monetary payment by the applicant to the provider of goods and/or services.
The term paid off may also mean that an account for the provision of goods and services is paid by an agent of the applicant. An agent in this case is a
person who has been specifically authorised in a written agreement to act for the principal so as to create or effect legal relations between the principal and
third parties. The liability, therefore, must belong to the applicant and is expenditure incurred by the applicant if it is reflected in the applicant’s Profit & Loss
statement.
EXAMPLE 1
The applicant’s legal agent is authorised to arrange advertising on the applicant’s behalf to a certain value, pay it
and be reimbursed. The agent arranges advertising and pays the account. The advertising is clearly for the
applicant who would be liable to pay the account should the agent not pay the expense. If the expense is
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reflected in the applicant’s profit and loss statement then it is acquitted at the time when the agent pays the
account.
Sometimes people closely related to an applicant such as its directors or employees will incur third party expenses on the applicant’s behalf in the absence of
a formal written agreement. Where there is evidence that the applicant intends to repay or has repaid the director or employee, Austrade will take the
expense to have been incurred when it was paid in the first place by the director or employee.

EXAMPLE 2
Applicant’s director pays for a June 2014 overseas trade show expense on his personal credit card with the
relevant statement showing a 20 June 2014 debit. The applicant reimburses the director by cheque with the
cheque being presented on 10 July 2014.
In this case Austrade accepts that the expense was paid by the director in the first place in the capacity of agent
of the applicant and will take the acquittal date to be 20 June 2014.

EXAMPLE 3
The applicant’s agent has no legal authority to act on behalf of the applicant. The agent arranges some
brochure printing. The invoice for the brochures does not refer to the applicant and the provider of the brochures
is unaware of the applicant’s interest. In this case the expense is not acquitted until the applicant pays the
agent.
Note:

Expenses must be taken up in an applicant’s books of account, not just in consolidated accounts or in the accounts of a related entity.

5.30.8 Expenses acquitted by a lender of money to an applicant
A short term liability of an applicant which is paid directly by a lender of money is acquitted by the applicant at the time it was paid by the lender. A lender of
money may include a director or a related company or a third party such as a bank. The loan must be a genuine one with real intention to repay. For amounts
exceeding $10,000 or where there are repeated advances made, Austrade may need to see a formal loan agreement between the parties.
Items that are taken up in an applicant’s accounts as a long-term liability will not be accepted as acquitted because of the uncertainty attached to their
repayment, and the possibility that they may be converted to equity.
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EXAMPLE:
A director of an applicant company undertakes an overseas trip for the applicant. The company lacks the funds to
pay for the trip so the director pays the travel costs. By way of loan accounts, the costs appear in the applicant’s
balance sheet as a current liability. If Austrade accepts the arrangements as genuine, the date of expense acquittal
will be when the director pays the account for travel.

Credit cards
A common example of a lender of money paying for expenses of an applicant is where a financial institution issuing credit cards debits an applicant’s credit
card account. Austrade receives claims for credit card expenses where:
1. the applicant’s employees, directors or other agents use credit cards held by the applicant itself, e.g. corporate credit cards to incur expenses; or
2. the applicant’s employees, directors or other agents use their personal credit cards to incur expenses with the applicant to reimburse the individual credit
card holder.
For either scenario, Austrade will take the acquittal date to be the date the expense is debited on the credit card statement providing:




The applicant has either received the particular goods or services or the payment is a bona fide pre-payment – see guidelines 5.30.10 – 12;
The expense is reflected in the applicant’s Profit & Loss account and Balance Sheet (or is paid after year end by the applicant); and
Austrade has no reason to think the credit card debt will not be paid by the holder.

Items acquitted by way of set off
5.30.9 Paragraph 58(2)(b) of the EMDG Act provides for expenses to be acquitted by being set off. This would involve being offset by the applicant against
money owed to the applicant via a written account rendered by the applicant’s creditor (for which appropriate contra entries are recorded in the applicant’s
books of account). All corresponding journal entries should be contemporaneous and must be completed by 30 June of the claim year.
EXAMPLE
The overseas representative owes the applicant $100,000 for the applicant’s exports. The applicant owes the
representative $120,000 for fees and operating costs of representation. The applicant is entitled to $120,000
eligible expenses if it pays the balance of $20,000 in the relevant grant year.
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Q46-PREPAYMENTS OF EXPENSES
5.30.10 In most cases, expenses will be considered to have been incurred only when the amount of the expenses is acquitted and the respective goods or
services have been provided.
5.30.11 Where the provision of goods and services takes place in a grant year subsequent to that in which the related expenses were acquitted, section 59 of
the EMDG Act provides for a discretion to treat the expenses as being incurred in the later year. There may be some circumstances where the expenses will
be eligible in the year that the expenses were acquitted or incurred.
5.30.12 The exercise of the discretion in regard to prepayments will depend upon the particular circumstances of each case taking into account the nature
and/or timing of the goods or services provided.
Bona fide prepayments may include:



non-refundable payments (either as deposits or full payment) to businesses not closely related to the applicant that normally require prepayments. The applicant should show that there was a requirement to pre-pay the amount;
advance payments for air fares that are required to be made in order to secure a seat reservation or that are required to be made for visits made
within three months of the end of the grant year. To be allowed as a prepayment in a particular grant year, the prepaid visits should have been
undertaken before Austrade assesses the applicant’s claim.

EXAMPLE 1
Applicant is required to pay in June 2014 for a visit to take place in September 2014. The air fares expenses may
be allowed in the 2013-14 grant year as long as the visit has been undertaken before Austrade assesses the
applicant’s 2013-14 claim.
EXAMPLE 2
Applicant pays for 5,000 brochures but only gives away 500 in grant year. Under normal circumstances, the full
expense of the 5,000 brochures would be eligible in the year that the expense is paid.
Austrade will closely examine any prepaid expenses for year 7 applicants but the above general principles will
still apply.
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Q46-SECTION 56A - EXPENSES OF OVER $10,000 PAID IN CASH
5.28.2 This section of the Act limits the eligibility of cash payments made by applicants to $10,000 per claim.
For the purposes of this measure, ‘cash payments’ are those where the applicant pays off the expenses by physically transferring currency to the person to
whom the expenses are payable.
For claims where an applicant’s supplier of goods and services is paid by cash but where the applicant does not directly supply that cash in one unbroken
transaction, refer to guidelines 5.30.13 and 14.

EXAMPLE 1
The applicant travels overseas, pays $A50,000 worth of US $100 bills to his overseas representative, and then
lodges an EMDG claim. The only expense item on the claim is the $A50,000 payment.
Austrade will only allow expenses of $A10,000 (assuming that the overseas representative expenses are
otherwise eligible). The $A40,000 balance is ineligible under section 56A.

EXAMPLE 2
The applicant travels overseas, pays $A50,000 worth of US $100 bills to one overseas representative, then pays
$A30,000 worth of US $100 bills to another overseas representative, and then lodges an EMDG claim. The only
expense items on the claim are the $A50,000 and $A30,000 payments.
Austrade will only allow expenses of $A10,000 (assuming that the overseas representative expenses are
otherwise eligible). The $A70,000 balance is ineligible under section 56A.
Section 56A does not apply to cash amounts paid by an applicant into a bank account in order to pay its export
promotional expenses.
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EXAMPLE 3
The applicant pays currency equivalent to $A50,000 into a bank account. The bank transfers these funds to the
overseas representative’s account from which the representative draws cash to pay both its own salary and to
pay the applicant’s other creditors.
Assuming that the overseas representative expenses are otherwise eligible, section 56A does not apply and the
entire $A50,000 expenses is claimable.
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